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Powerfully on-the-tag, the chapters are brief and digestible, properly bypassing weighty
examinations in favor of punch-points of recognition. From hearing the imposter complex and
bitchy internal critic to catastrophizing and people-pleasing, Andrea Owen--a nationally
sought-after existence coach--crystallizes what's at the rear of these invisible, undermining
habits. With each chapter, she kicks women's gears out of autopilot and empowers them to
create happier, even more fulfilling lives.For everyone who loved You Are a Badass and The
Delicate Art of Not really Giving a F*ck--a cut-through-the-crap guide to quitting the selfdestructive habits that undermine happiness and successHow to Stop Feeling Like Sh*t is a
straight-shooting method of self-improvement for women, one that offers no-crap truth-telling
about the most common self-destructive behaviors women tend to engage in.
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I beat myself up continuously for my mistakes, and always be worried about what others
believe.! Like, Heidi Ferrer from Los Angeles aka Girltomom.! This book is a Godsend. I actually
have been requesting God for help, and I really believe he meant for me to come across this
book. For a long time, I have already been a people pleaser (to everyone but myself).Finally a
relatable, honest, and realistic book to help you help yourself to an easier way to live! I've
created plenty of practices to numb out, and find myself feeling "stuck". This book is the real life
version of how to produce a better life; not really the sugar-coated, everything-will-be-great,
think content thoughts, magic pill version of having a better life. Various other books have a
whole lot of good information, but hardly ever really quite spells it out like you are speaking to
a pal. Andrea is certainly relatable, honest, and reasonable.Andrea Owen, pps. I found this
helpful. I'm a big fan of Andrea Owen and Your Kick Ass Life, and I am following her (and
working personally with her) for years. What makes me keep going back for more is usually a
book like this. Andrea is approachable, honest, vulnerable, rather than afraid to talk about her
stories for all of us to understand from and let us know she's not perfect. So insightful, therefore
honest, so helpful if you read it. We are often times our worst critics. Everyone who's human
should read it. Hence, this doesn't speak to me. All these things are normal. I was so pleased to
discover it positively packed with wisdom. I also recommend her podcast, and starting with
show 200 she's been doing a month of daily short episodes (significantly less than 10 mins)
such as the lessons and stories surrounding the writing of this book. I know we can all learn a
lot from Andrea, and I highly recommend this publication and her work generally. The book is
an easy read and you feel like a friend is informing you these exact things, not some high-andmighty ideal lecturer who lets you know what you're doing wrong.effective life depend on your
ability to commit to the internal work and be consistent. There's some homework and list making,
but all in all pretty pleased with the book.instructors..great read no matter where you are on
your own journey as it points out 14 ways you might be brief changing yourself as well as your
joy. The author's terms from some of the webpages:"I wrote this publication to fast-track your
personal self-awareness. I'd like you to be familiar with what makes you are feeling like shit and
to know your values. Do you know your triggers and how exactly to recognize them? Your
likelihood of a Must Read for whatever stage of personal development you're in Get a
duplicate of this book! What realy works? She enjoyed it. All directed to you." Many thanks for
writing this book. xiv, xv, 10 I probably won’t end feeling like sh*t today but. Very relatable
author.. It is a The book is established so you understand the habit and provides you
suggestions and examples on what to do. All stuff you can implement instantly. I I just finished
this book as part of a book research group with some expert Despite the fact that Owen
recommends that people stop giving unsolicited tips, I'll ignore that and state, "Buy this book!
But if they are holding us back, there are things we can do to treat that, and Andrea displays
us how. This book is an excellent reminder of the tools and how to apply them. Her audience is
actually millennial females, perhaps overachieving career type A's, functioning moms, etc.! If
you’ve been feeling a little scattered and wondering what may be holding you back, you
should really grab a copy of the book. Many thanks!com See you in your class! Become a
better person by following these 14 habits Excellent book with practical advice for learning to
be a better person. Bought another copy for a family member and recommended it on
Facebook. One of my friends just bought a duplicate and is now recommending it to others.
Spiritual Practical Magic Andrea Owen has a wonderful podcast so I bought this publication
for every one of the free content she has given me." Not like all of the others I am a more
recent follower of Andrea Owen’s podcast: Your Kick Ass Existence and after listening to

several episodes on the subject of her discussing her publication, I decided to pre-purchase!
Well, my reserve arrived on the day of the book launch, January 2nd, and I completed it that
night!! If you want a better insight of Andrea before purchasing, have a look at her free of
charge podcast I mentioned earlier. Thank you Andrea for your effort, and I look forward to the
book club setting up soon!! Talks you UP, not down, while she shares her tale and gives
examples we are able to identify with! And reminds us that people do not need to be perfect
either. Great Read I loved this book as it felt like she was talking to me directly. It had been
real and I linked to what she was saying. I have to listen to it every day where I work with some
bright millennial ladies who do themselves a disservice by dropping back on speaking with that
peculiar mixture of Barbie doll/valley girl/soccer mom lilt. Like, kindness, and compassion.
Interesting but ... Thanks a lot Andrea for your joyful energy and light function!. Having lived
over 2 decades longer compared to the average millennial feminine, I've been there performed
that and noticed this all before. She is just a younger voice speaking to women who have yet
to come quickly to these revelations and learn all of these lessons and coping mechanisms.
And i want to know I'm not by yourself or crazy for sense those things. If you're under 40
(greatest under 30), go for it. Relatable! Great gift idea for a friend Sent this a gift. Great tools
for handling life's inevitable bumps! I could relate to almost all of these 14 behaviors, and it's
been a work in progress to capture myself in those spirals and draw myself out. This book gives
tips on how to prevent! And, though she seems delightful enough, her tone of voice grates on
my nerves.. This book is geared towards women. Five Stars Great way to get rid of your critic.
Not really the best for everybody. Fun, inspiring, and an easy task to listen to! Which is fine. Just
didn't feel included. Two Stars She quotes all the other writers I follow. Offers nothing original to
add,
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